solution in a particular patient. That is why a comprehensive overview of surgical treatment of oncologic patients from the viewpoint of various specialties is of utmost importance and very conveniently presented in this book.

According to contents, the book is divided into fourteen sections written by the leading experts in the respective fields. The chapters are written quite uniformly yet individually colored, reflecting differences among the issues tackled therein. This diversity in uniformity is characteristic of surgical oncology, as each tumor behaves differently depending on its origin or seat.

Mladen Stanec
Danko Velimir Vrdoljak

SELECTED CHAPTERS IN PEDIATRIC DERMATOLOGY
ODABRANA POGлавLJA IZ PEDIJATRIJSKE DERMATOLOGIJE
by Mirna Šitum, Editor,
Naklada Slap, Jastrebarsko, 2010, 218 pages

The scientific monograph entitled Odabrana poglavlja iz pedijatijske dermatologije (Selected Chapters in Pediatric Dermatology) by Prof. Mirna Šitum, MD, PhD, specialist in dermatology and venereology as editor, appeared on the occasion of the respective scientific symposium. The Symposium was held at Sestre milosrdnice University Hospital, organized by University Department of Dermatology and Venereology, Sestre milosrdnice University Hospital, and Croatian Society of Dermatovenereology of the Croatian Medical Association.

The organizers of the Symposium recognized the need of the extensive and very delicate problems covered by pediatric dermatovenereology to be tackled in a scientific and professional way. Recent years have brought an array of new concepts and major advancements in understanding the reasons for the occurrence of many diseases, as well as in their diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, the organizers’ idea was to offer a comprehensive and instructive overview of these novel approaches.

In this monograph, renowned experts in different fields of medicine, e.g., pediatric dermatologists, dermato-oncologists, pediatricians, infectologists, gynecologists, pediatric surgeons and psychologists present their rich scientific and professional experiences in their long-lasting work with pediatric dermatologic patients. We do believe that this book will satisfy scientific curiosity of many readers and encourage those feeling insecure when facing pediatric patients with skin diseases.

Marija Vurnek Živković